Ist PART

I  a) Answer the questions fully, based on the picture above:

1) Is the girl as high as the boy?

2) Who is higher the teacher or the girl?

1

(* ) Prova organizada para a 2ª série do Curso Ginásial. Tempo concedido: 2 horas.
3) Is the table higher or lower than the desks?

4) Are the any boys in the room?

5) Is there any map on the wall?

b) 1) Colour the floor in the picture brown.
2) Colour the ceiling yellow.
3) Colour the window green.
4) Colour the chair black.
5) Colour the door gray.

II a) 1) What day of the month is it today?

2) Today is Tuesday, what day was it yesterday?

3) What day of the week will tomorrow be?

4) What day of the week was the day before yesterday?
b) What time is it?

It is a quarter past four. Is this clock fast or slow?

It is four o'clock: Is this clock fast?

What time is it?

What time is it?

What time is it?

III — Read and answer the questions:

There are four seasons in a year.
Spring comes before Summer.
Summer comes before Autumn.
Autumn comes before Winter.
Winter comes before Spring.
In Winter it is cold.
In Autumn it is cool.
In Spring it is warm.
In Summer it is hot.
1. How many seasons are there in a year?

2. What are the seasons of the year?

3. What seasons come before Summer?

4. What season comes before Autumn?

5. What season comes before Winter?

6. What season comes before Spring?

7. Is it hot or cold in Winter?

8. Is it hot or cold in Summer?

9. Is it warm or cold in Spring?

10. Is it cool or hot in Autumn?

IV - Dictation
2nd PART

I  a) Complete with the comparative form of the adjective in parentheses:

1) The piano is ———— (heavy) ———— the English book.

2) The boy in the picture is ———— (high) ———— the girl.

3) This table is five inches ———— (wide) than that table.

b) Complete with the comparative form of equality:

4) The boy in the picture is ———— the teacher.

5) The floor is ———— the ceiling.

6) This desk is ———— that desk.

c) Complete with the comparative form of inequality of the adjective indicated in parentheses:

7) A table is ———— a piano (heavy)

8) Claudio is ———— Luis Carlos (high)

9) In Autumn, the weather is ———— in Winter. (bad)

10) In Spring, the farmers are ———— when it is harvest-time. (busy)

II — For each word in column I, there is a word opposite meaning in column II.

Write the corresponding number into the brackets in column II.

1. heavy ( ) sad
2. low ( ) dear
3. narrow ( ) short
4. cheap ( ) high
5. glad ( ) light
6. thin ( ) broad ( ) bad ( ) thick

III — Write the plural of the words:

foot ———— man ————
inch ———— glass ————
IV — Underline the word in parentheses corresponding to the meaning of the sentence.

example: Some boys are playing in the snow.
(Spring — Summer — Autumn — Winter)

1) The leaves turn yellow and brown, and fall from the trees.
(Summer — Winter — Autumn — Spring)

2) It rains, it lightens and thunders.
(Winter — Summer — Autumn — Spring)

3) The sportsmen are glad because it is the hunting season.
(Spring — Summer — Autumn — Winter)

4) The size of this table is four feet long, two feet wide, and two feet five inches high.
(Weight — Measure)

5) A piece of paper is light.
(Weight — Measure)

V — Answer the question in the negative:

example: Do you study on Sunday?

1) Do you study English every day?
   No, ________________________________

2) Does he read English?
   No, he ________________________________

3) Does the bird sing in the air?
   No, the bird ________________________________
4) Do the children play in the openair when it is raining?
   No, the children ——

5) Does it snow in Summer?
   No, it ——

VI — Write in the negative:

1) I can fly as a bird.
   ——

2) I shall go to school tomorrow.
   ——

3) It is raining today.
   ——

4) In Summer, it is cold.
   ——

5) I can lift a piano.
   ——

VII — There is a list of five verbs for five sentences. Pick up the right verb for the right sentence:

freeze
weigh
sing
made of
costs

example: The week ends on Sunday.

1) A snow-man is ——— snow.
2) A pencil ——— 1 cruzeiro.
3) I ——— ninety pounds.
4) In Winter, the water ——— in the lakes.
5) The birds ——— in the woods.
VIII — Underline the correct word:

example: In Summer it is cold.

(right — wrong — I don’t know)

1) A piano is very light.
   (right — wrong — I don’t know)

2) Coins are made of metal.
   (right — wrong — I don’t know)

3) It is light during the day.
   (right — wrong — I don’t know)

4) It is light when the sun is shining?
   (right — wrong — I don’t know)

5) Next year will be 1958.
   (right — wrong — I don’t know)